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                                                            THE MODEL MILLIONAIRE 

 Hughie has no job or money. 

 He wanted to marry Laura.   

 But her father asked him 10000 pounds.  

 So he was upset.   

 He saw a beggar model and gave him a sovereign. 

 The beggar was actually Baron Hausberg(Millionaire).  

 He sent Hughie a cheque for 10000 pounds as marriage present.  

                                                             MUSIC-THE HOPE RAISER 

 Music is the art and entertainment. 

 Art is part of survival.   

 On September 11,2001 terrorists attacked the Twin Towers in the New York. 

 On the evening they sang songs like “we shall Overcome” and “ America the Beautiful”  

 To save the planet artists only.          

       A  GOLDEN PATH 

 A students Should get  knowledge and  character for all success. 

 The students should have the habit of co- operation with their guys.  

 Students should follow obedience to parents and reverence teachers. 

 The last duty to Govt and world. 

                                            BEAUTIFUL INSIDE 

  The inner beauty is important. 

  We can’t judge a person by his appearance. 

  We find beautiful crystals in an ugly geode. 

  Like that, we find noble virtues in a simple man. 

  Thus virtues reveal valuable inner beauty. 
                              
                                                                     PIANO 
 The poet hears a woman song. 
 As a child he sits under the piano while his mother was playing it. 
 He sang hymns.  
 No wonder. 
 His childhood days attract him.  
 So he weeps for the past.  

MANLINESS 

 our dreams should not be our master, 

 we meet with success and failure equally.  

 we should have the strong will power.  

 The earth will be ours. 
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                                                                              SAM 

 Shelly saw a wounded dog.  

 He nursed it . 

 No one came claimed the dog. 

 Shelly named it Goldy.   

 One day Goldy’s real owner (Diane) came.   

 She called it Sam.   

 So shelly  gave the dog to Diane. 

                                                                        THE PIANO LESSON 
 My father bought for my Mum a piano on loan.  
 she got skill through practice.  
 But the loan wasn’t paid. 
 So the money lender took away the piano. 
 Mum was sad.  
 Later Dad got a job(CA) and bought a new piano by cash.  

 
THE FACE OF JUDAS ISCARIOT 

 An artist was painting the life of Jesus Christ.   

 The painting was finished except the two model.  

 one day the artist met a twelve year old boy and posed for  child Jesus, 

 But he could not find a model for Judas,   

 One day he met a beggar posed as Judas. 

 Then the model was sobbing and told him that he was his model for the child Jesus.                                                  
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